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ABSTRACT

Thesis is the report should be made by final year students in the Faculty of Computer Systems & Software Engineering (FSKKP), Universiti Malaysia Pahang. There are two types of thesis report namely research and technical. Each thesis report must be bound kept in the thesis room. The thesis then will use as a general reference thesis for FSKKP’s students. However, there are constraints in terms of the arrangement and search methods to find each thesis reports stored in the room. This will make it difficult for students to find topics that they wish to use a reference. There is also has time constraint problems faced by students and difficult for them to go into the room at every times. Safety of each thesis report also cannot be guaranteed because there is no method that can ensure the printed report or thesis project was included in the compact disc can hold out against damage or theft. Therefore, Thesis Project Archive System (T-PASS) was developed to help students more easily to find their desired report. Students can enter the system at every time. In addition, the safety report is also more secure as more systematic management methods in the T-PAS can create data integrity in it. To create a complete system, T-PAS will be developed using the Waterfall System Development Life Cycle (SDLC). PHP programming language and MySQL has been chosen as the need to develop this system. By using storage approach using database system, it will prove to be helpful to manage the report thesis in FSKKP for their students more effectively
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Overview

Thesis Project Archive System (T-PAS) is a system that store and manage final year student’s thesis and projects in one system. Nowadays, the organization prefers to use manual record base to manage any student thesis and project without a proper arrangement. According to journal written by Bela Banathy, “A Taste of Systematics”, she said human activity systems are our purposeful creation (Bela Banathy, 1997). Manual based system also one of the human activity system that are create for are specific purpose. But in the upcoming times, the way data and information is handle will be change based on the technology implement. The way of human thinking will create the new ideas to manage the information with the proper system. Then, there come with an idea to manage the information with the computerize system and arrange the data in one centralize database system.

T-PAS is develop to solve the problem occur in the manual based system on the organization. Each thesis, projects and research that have been done by final year students do not have a proper place to store it effectively. The thesis report is stored by using manual method such as rack book record and for the softcopy is burned on Compact Disk (CD). This method is not too effective to apply without the combination
with computerize database. Besides, T-PAS can be used to manage the information about students projects with more efficient. The method of implementation can solve the problem occurs on the organization. Each students or staffs need to take a long time to find the related thesis they wanted in the thesis room. Proper information about projects has been done by final year students it easier to find if there is more systematic system that can store all the projects in one system. According to O’Brien, J., and Marakas, G. on the book they write titled Management Information Systems, Computer Software (2008) (page185). They said operational database stores information about the activities of an organization” and this significantly was show the archive system like T-PAS can be used to stores all related project create by students in an organization.

In addition, T-PAS is developing using the well-known of PHP programming language that can easier to maintain and improve in future use. Firstly, the project or research must finish by students and was by graded evaluator, coordinator and supervisor. Then, T-PAS is used to store the projects information and make sure the projects will not lose their information. The useful of this system is could help junior students to find the past year student project or research and made as reference or new idea. But, they must get the permission with the supervisor whether the report can be downloading or not. In manual system, each student could hard to get information regarding the thesis they are wanted. With this system architecture, it can help the student get the information in a proper way.

1.1 Problem Statement

Nowadays, each human task needs information to make sure it can do in the proper ways. The technology rise was improved on how human get the accurate information. However, there some organization still implements manual arrangement system and it cause some problems in present and future use. The manual system makes the searching of documents became harder. It is hard to make decision whether the information gathering is achieved or not. If there errors occur or need to update on the
documents, it is often necessary to recreate the whole documents from beginning, rather than just update a current version with the related detail by using system.

At the organization, final year student project’s thesis is stored in the specific thesis room. The thesis is arranged in the book rack without a proper arrangement of category, authors, course and title. The softcopy of thesis and project that burned into compact disk (CD) also stored at thesis room. The manual arrangement could lead junior students hard to find the thesis they are wanted. Human error also can cause the arrangement of thesis could change in wrong place. By the time, it hard to find the thesis because there are lacks of information put at the side cover of thesis and also to the CD.

The time constraint faced by students also lead the information about thesis their wanted is hard to get. Most student still assignation with their time goes to thesis room. Some of students still do not know where the thesis room is. After the lecturer session, most of student will prefer to take a rest with their time. In addition, if they are wanted to find the information at the day-night, it can cause a lot of problem because the room already closed. The distance of the thesis room with their hostel also is one of the causes that lead students lack arrive to the room. In conclusion, students do not have much time to go to thesis room continuously.

Move to the safety of the thesis and projects, the safety of the whole thesis is not guaranty at all. Firstly, the thesis arranged at the room can still damage or loss that cause by human error. It is hard to retrieve back the thesis like an original one. Furthermore, the damage of thesis can lead misunderstanding about what the information should be delivered to readers. All the thesis with their projects also have another copy in Compact Disk (CD), but it also not have a safety guaranty to make sure the integrity of the data inside. The CD can also damage or stolen by unscrupulous people. It is important to have awareness about the integrity of thesis to make sure it can useable as a reference for future students.
1.2 Objective

In generally, the objective of this project is to develop an archive system that can solve any related problem occur. The objectives of the project are described as below:

i. To identify the requirements which are useful to develop an archive system that can help faculty to store the student’s thesis and project in one system and make sure it easy to keep track.

ii. To design a system that can solve the most of student's time constraint and distance by help them to find references using online method.

iii. To develop a system that can maintain the safety of the thesis and avoid any physical damage.

1.3 Scope

The scope of this project is to store the thesis and project information that has been done by final year student of diploma and degree from Faculty of Computer System and Software Engineering (FSKKP). The system if focuses on how the thesis information should be manage by an administrator and supervisor.

The administrator can be coordinator of program or selected staff in the faculty. The supervisor will be able to manage any uploaded thesis and the project into the system. Supervisor must approve the uploaded thesis or any related files that has meet a requirement with student and supervisor information. After that, the thesis and any related file can be view online by others students.

Supervisor of the students can make sure the uploaded thesis is correct with their real title. The information of their students thesis and project must be assign with the officially information such as author, project type and thesis category.
Only final year students of diploma program and undergraduate program from FSKKP can upload file onto the system. They have abilities to upload the thesis, projects or research and any related documents that have done. In addition, if there have any changes need to be made regarding on what their uploaded, they can update it but must have an approval by their supervisor before the thesis can be published. Only the document with permission will be publish and view by other users.

The other scope of this project also important to make sure the flow of the system will run smoothly. It can be describe as following:

i. The system only focuses for FSKKP’s students and staff but must meets the type of user and will have different way to use.

ii. System can only be managed on platform that has operating system installed with the web server that provides Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) services and MySql database architecture.

iii. System can be view by any web browser that have connection with internet

1.5 Thesis Organization

This report consists of six chapters at all. The first chapter will discuss on introduction and identification of the system to be develop. This chapter will separate to five small topics such as an introduction about the system; problem occurs on the current situation, objective to develop this system, scope of project overall and thesis organization to briefing what flow on this report.

The second chapter will be describes about literature review with related on selected system. Two sub researches are needed to provide the others system information is currently used in the market. The second sub research is developer must write about technique and method implement to the system, equipment needed to achieve the usability and technology is going to use.

While in third chapter, there will be describe about an overall of methodology will be implement to developing the system. This project will develop by using
waterfall SDLC. This methodology has phase that developer should follow such as planning on what should be done on this project, then analysis the related information of the system, making the suitable design that meet requirement, developers must also do testing of the system functional, making maintenance if there are error occurs in the future and lastly developer need to making documentation about the system facility in future time.

The next chapter is chapter fourth. This chapter will focus on analysis and design of the project based on the requirement. Overall system has to be described by the developer and the content of this chapter is related by the analysis and design to form a project. The design must have relation between the database and information collected. The developer should show the flow on how to make sure the system is develop.

For the fifth chapter, system will be tested by developer to evaluate the functionality and effectiveness of the system. Testing phase is done in this chapter after system already developed. This phase will perform testing on each module and carried the result and data analysis. Is it important to make sure the testing phase meet the entire project objective and it can provide the output as require.

Finally, on the last chapter, it will contain overall conclusion about this project. The summary will conclude the advantages and suitability about the system. In addition, the future upgrade for this system will depend on the effective and efficient use by consumer.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

On this chapter, the project will focus on literature reviews based on the architecture of the project to be developed later. According to Dena Taylor, Director of Health Science Writing Center from University of Toronto (2007); “In writing the literature review, your purpose is to convey to your reader what knowledge and ideas have been established on a topic, and what their strengths and weaknesses are.” From this statement, the literature review is like way to gain the ideas on how the developed system is going to be.

The discussion on this chapter consist three sections: The first section is describes the current system using in market and organization nowadays. From the information gather by the existing systems, find the constraint that occurs from the system. The second section will explain about the comparison between the systems. There will three parts to be discussed such as thesis access, user availability and level of thesis.

The last section will briefly explain about development tools using while developing this system. The T-PAS needed the proper development tools that cover on software use to design the interface. Secondly, programming language that can be used to build on how the system should be works. Thirdly cover on database management system (DBMS) that can store any related data. Lastly, the web server that can help the system will make sure the system and database can working properly and communicate with users.
2.0 Overview of Thesis Project Archive System (T-PAS)

The study of current system was conducted at Faculty of Computer System and Software Engineering (FSKKP), Universiti Malaysia Pahang. By default, the current system implement in the FSKKP only use the record base system. In fact, the information related on the thesis that stored in the faculty is not relevant in the future. Faculty needs the new system that can store the thesis in more systematics.

There is benefit on computerize system that in current time and for the future. The system can help thesis information stored in the database and users can interact with the system to get the information about the thesis their want. Each thesis done by FSKKP’s students will have their level and also grade. In current situation, the theses only arrange in thesis library room and do not have the proper information to help student find their wanted thesis. With a system, student can find the thesis in an easy way and safe time.

2.1 Existing System Review

There are three existing system that currently used in the market and was evaluate. The systems examined on type of users, offered function and documents permission. The three systems related to the Thesis Project Archive System (T-PAS) are described below.

2.1.1 Malaysian Thesis Online (MyTO)

Malaysian Thesis Online (MyTO) is a thesis system used by University Putra Malaysia (UPM). The system offered to all users from inside and outside university to search thesis their wanted. Only admin can logon to the system, the other user only has abilities to search thesis. The additional function offered from this system is allowed user the search thesis from other university. This function only gives a link to other
university and not officially include from MyTO database. For the thesis document, it only limit for abstract view only, not all section of the thesis has a permission to view it.

2.1.1.1 Screenshot of MyTO

Figure 2.1: Main page of MyTO

Figure 2.2: List of thesis provided by public and private academic institution
2.1.1.2 Constraint of MyTO

Based on the research and gathered information give some useful solutions to the system to be develop. There are some constraint occurs that is not suitable to be implement for FSKKP. Firstly, only admin can logon to the system, the other user only has abilities to search thesis. The user only can view the thesis in selected section and not for the whole document. Even user was downloaded the files, it also remain the same. User only can view the selected area on the thesis.

Secondly, MyTO lack of rules of design. For example, Golden Rule of design firstly gives priority on ‘Place Users in Control’. The main page of MyTO was gives an appropriate instruction, but after user was successful search their needed thesis, users cannot back the main page because there is no “back” or “previous” provided. In fact, users cannot control to where they want to going.

Furthermore, the search method is totally not working. When users want to sort the thesis based on related category, the list of thesis is not properly sorted. It remains with the same result even though user has change the sorted method. This situation causes user hard to find the thesis that their want.

2.1.2 Universiti Utara Malaysia eThesis

eThesis is the system that store student thesis from Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM). eThesis is manage by Perpustakaan Sultanah Bahiyah of UUM. The system only can be access by staff and higher degree students from UUM itself. UUM eThesis only provide abstract and publications’ details for the user. However, for the full report of publication can be accessed at Special Collection Division of Perpustakaan Sultanah Bahiyah.

Thesis that uploaded into this system has benefit about the copyright of the thesis. Firstly it can give better visibility and knowledge of user’s publication. Users
not worried to finding their thesis in the system because the document is arranged with the efficient manner. Lastly, user will have higher citation records and it will give them with the higher capacity thesis records.

2.1.2.1 Screenshot of UUM eThesis

![Main page of UUM eThesis](image1)

Figure 2.3: Main page of UUM eThesis

![Search thesis by available faculty](image2)

Figure 2.4: Search thesis by available faculty
2.1.2.2 Constraint of UUM eThesis

From the research on UUM eThesis, there are some weakness that not suitable to implement on the system to be develop for FSKKP. Firstly, the scope of the system is cover on the whole university, which means it needed a lot of storage to store thesis data on database.

Secondly, the database of thesis is not updated with the new thesis. From the observation on UUM eThesis, the last updated thesis is on 2009. In FSKKP, the student’s project on Information Technology area always improves ever year and likewise their quantity of thesis also improves. In addition, new students will need updated information for new technology increase every year. Therefore, the system needs to be updated with the more theses each year.

Lastly, the thesis only can be uploaded by higher degree students. Means that, others level of students such as diploma and lower degree cannot upload their reports or thesis. It is hard for students to get references and build an idea if they want to do their
final project. In FSKKP, there are many type of student qualification that needed a system to store their thesis in a proper manner.

### 2.1.3 International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) Thesis

International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) Thesis or called IIUM Thesis is the sub module system that combines with the IIUM Library System. This system can be used by all users either inside or outside IIUM. User only has capabilities to search thesis and not all information of thesis can be viewed. IIUM Thesis is thesis archive that store student’s thesis from different faculty and level of study from IIUM.

Their two methods to find related thesis that user wanted. The system gives users an option for users to finding thesis by using ‘Basic Search’ and Advance Search’. In the ‘Basic Search’ method the result will came with the input that related from users key-in. The search method is no specific to what type of thesis or level their wanted. If users need to find the specific thesis, they can use the ‘Advanced Method’ to find it.

#### 2.1.3.1 Screenshot of IIUM Thesis

![Screenshot of IIUM Thesis](image)

**Figure 2.6: Main Page of IIUM Thesis**
Figure 2.7: Advance search to find related thesis

Figure 2.8: Example of search result in the IIUM Thesis
2.1.3.2 Constraint of IIUM Thesis

After some research to the IIUM Thesis, there is some weakness that not suitable to implement in FSKKP. In the ‘Advanced Search’ section, the design is too complicated to understand by user. Some of users need an info regarding on how the system will works. Each row’s form on the ‘Advanced Search’ provide with too complicated textbox that can cause loss focus on what their want to find.

Next, when the system was success to release result of thesis list. The listed list cannot be sorted with the proper arrangement. The list of thesis shown in random list and users need to find the thesis on by one. In fact, the unordered cause users lost too much time to find their needed thesis as references.

Finally, IIUM Thesis also not help user regarding important information about their searching. For example, when user was search the thesis about “Windows 7”. After the result was show, the key of searching is not provided in the result page. Only list of related thesis are listed on the list. User can have some interferences on what their want finding. In addition, the ‘back’ button is not provided and can cause user hard to back to previous if their want to make any changes about their finding.

2.2 Comparison the Existing Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MyTO</th>
<th>UUM eThesis</th>
<th>UUIM Thesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>System Access</strong></td>
<td>Users can access the thesis from all academic university in Malaysia</td>
<td>Only users from UUM can access the thesis system</td>
<td>Only thesis from UUM can be accesses by all type of users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of Thesis</strong></td>
<td>All level of thesis can be accesses</td>
<td>Only postgraduate and PhD level thesis can be accesses</td>
<td>All type of thesis level from UUIM available to access by users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scalability</strong></td>
<td>Can be access with</td>
<td>The access can be</td>
<td>Hard to access if</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
any condition of internet speed or quantity of users. control and no problem with the quantity of the users. too many users access in the same time

Table 2.1 Comparison between existing systems

2.3 Development Tools

This system will be developing using selected tools to support the development of the system. Above table is the description of the tools:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Adobe Dreamweaver CS5, Adobe Photoshop CS5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programming Language</td>
<td>PHP 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Management System (DBMS)</td>
<td>MySQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Server</td>
<td>XAMPP (Apache HTTP Server)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Development Tools

2.3.1 Software Tools

This section will discuss about tools that will be used on develop the proposed system. There are the software tools that will be used to develop the system.

2.3.1.1 Adobe Dreamweaver CS5

Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 is an application that can create interface with just drag and drop and less coding. It is a web design software that provides and intuitive visual interface for making and editing HTML interface and PHP architecture. It is also the
industry leading web authoring and editing software that provides both visual and code-
level capabilities for creating standards based websites and design for the desktop,
smartphones, tablets and other devices.

![Adobe Dreamweaver CS5](image)

**Figure 2.9 Adobe Dreamweaver CS5**

### 2.3.1.2 Adobe Photoshop CS5

Adobe Photoshop CS5 is a graphics editing program developed and published by Adobe Systems. It was launched on 12 April 2010. This application will be used to create system banners and images needed for the portal. It is also contain many techniques for editing images and all the techniques are users friendly and easy to use.
2.3.2 Programming Language

Programming language is a series of instructions to communicate with computer. It is used in software development to create programs or applications that serve the end user. For this system, it will be developed using PHP 4.

2.3.2.1 PHP 4

PHP is one of the most popular server-side scripting languages running today. It is used for creating dynamic webpages that interact with the user, offering customized information. PHP offers many advantages; it is fast, stable, secure, easy to use, and open source (free). PHP code is inserted directly into the HTML that makes up a system interface. When a visitor comes to the website, the code is executed. Because PHP is a server-side technology, the user does not need any special browser or plug-ins to see the PHP in action. PHP doesn't use a lot of the system’s resources so it runs fast and doesn’t tend to slow other processes down. It is typically used as an Apache module, written in C, so it loads and executes quickly. It works well with other software and can be quite fast. PHP is also fairly stable and since it is open source, the PHP community works together to fix any bugs.
Advantages of PHP

- Fast, Stable, Secure, Easy to use and Open Source (Free)
- Simplicity. Easy for beginner to understand and learn
- Does not require a lot of system’s resources

Offer many levels of security to prevent malicious attacks.

2.3.3 Database Management System

Database management system (DBMS) is a software package with computer programs that controls the creation, maintenance, and use of a database. It allows organizations to conveniently develop database for various applications. A database is an integrated collection of data records, files, and other objects. A DBMS allows different user application program to concurrently access the same database.

2.3.3.1 MySQL

MySQL is the world’s most used open source as a server providing multi-user access to a number of database. The MySQL development project has made its source code available under the terms of the GNU General Public License, as well as under a variety of proprietary agreements. MySQL was owned and sponsored by a single for-profit firm, the Swedish company MySQL AB, now owned by Oracle Corporation.

MySQL is a popular choice of database for use in web applications, and is a central component of the widely used LAMP open source web application software stack (and other 'AMP' stacks). LAMP is an acronym for "Linux, Apache, MySQL, Perl/PHP/Python." Free-software-open source projects that require a full-featured database management system often use MySQL.